Alternative cascade-testing protocols for identifying and managing patients with familial hypercholesterolaemia: systematic reviews, qualitative study and cost-effectiveness analysis
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Scientific summary

Background

Cascade testing among relatives of index cases is the most efficient and cost-effective approach to identifying people with familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH). The cascade-testing protocol starts with identifying the first patient in the family with FH (index case) and is followed by one of three approaches: indirect approach, whereby the patient with FH contacts their relatives; direct approach, whereby the genetic specialist contacts the relatives; or a combination of both direct and indirect approaches.

The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) recommend that, once FH is genetically confirmed in index cases, FH cascade testing should be offered to first- then second-degree relatives using streamlined genetic testing for pathogenic variants identified in the index case. Alternative protocols include testing of first- and second-degree relatives simultaneously, rather than sequentially, and also consider the role of non-genetic markers for FH status among relatives. However, it is currently unclear how FH cascade-testing services should be configured to improve the number of relatives identified while offering value for money.

Aim

The aim of this study was to identify the most cost-effective protocol for cascade testing for FH.

This aim was answered through three inter-related objectives:

1. to determine the yield of cases, treatment patterns, and short- and long-term outcomes for FH patients
2. to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of alternative protocols for FH cascade testing using data from services in two UK regions, the literature and linkage of national clinical databases
3. to qualitatively assess the acceptability of cascade-testing protocols to individuals and families with potential and confirmed FH, and to health-care providers.

The yield of cases was assessed through systematic reviews and analysis of PASS (PASS Software, Rijswijk, the Netherlands) hospital FH databases, whereas treatment patterns and short- and long-term outcomes of FH were investigated through systematic reviews, analysis of a specialist FH register and the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD)–Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) databases. The cost-effectiveness analyses incorporated the previous analyses, together with stakeholder input and data from the Dutch FH service. Finally, acceptability of the cascade-testing approaches were evaluated through semistructured interviews with FH patients, their relatives and health-care professionals.

Methods and results

Yield of cases

Effectiveness of contact strategies for cascade testing among relatives for familial hypercholesterolaemia (systematic review 1)

This review was performed to quantify the effectiveness of different contact approaches in cascade testing. A total of 2347 titles and abstracts were screened, with 217 screened at full-text stage. Twenty-four non-comparative studies were included, of which 12 used a direct approach, 7 used an indirect approach and 5 used a combination of both. Although evidence is very limited, the combined approach
resulted in more relatives being tested for FH [40%, 95% confidence interval (CI) 37% to 42%, one study] than either the direct or indirect approaches (direct: 33%, 95% CI 28% to 39%, one study; indirect: 34%, 95% CI 30% to 37%, two studies).

Diagnostic accuracy of clinical and biochemical criteria and scoring systems based on these characteristics to diagnose relatives of index cases with familial hypercholesterolaemia (systematic review 2)
This review aimed to assess the diagnostic accuracy of clinical and biochemical tests among relatives of index cases with genetically confirmed FH. Nine studies met the inclusion criteria. None of the studies reported the low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) (or other biochemical characteristics') distribution for relatives with and relatives without FH by age and sex; therefore, they could not be used to directly inform the cost-effectiveness analysis. The included studies suggested that the Dutch national FH cascade screening programme had relevant data for our research. The data controllers of the Dutch programme provided aggregate data on the distributions of LDL-C of relatives tested, which were used to inform the cost-effectiveness analysis of alternative cascade-testing protocols.

Yield of cases in PASS Welsh and Wessex familial hypercholesterolaemia service databases
We analysed a large sample of index cases (Wales, n = 2618; Wessex, n = 1116) and relatives (Wales, n = 3815; Wessex, n = 2143) within these FH services to characterise individuals and estimate the yield of different cascade-testing protocols in the subsequent cost-effectiveness modelling. The performance of alternative criteria for selecting index cases for genetic testing was also assessed, and predictors of cascade testing success were evaluated using logistic regression.

In Wales, female relatives, first-degree relatives of index cases and relatives contacted directly by the service were more likely to complete cascade testing (p < 0.01). In Wessex, females were more likely to complete cascade testing (p < 0.01). For relatives, approximately one-quarter of cases were deemed to be out of the area. Cardiovascular disease (CVD) history was more common in older age groups and among those with FH, lipid-lowering treatment (LLT) prior to the cascade was more common among relatives with CVD, and relatives without a CVD history were more likely to be treated prior to cascade testing if they had FH.

Treatment patterns and short- and long-term outcomes of familial hypercholesterolaemia cases
The search of relevant systematic reviews looking at the effectiveness of LLTs to prevent CVD in adults identified 14 systematic reviews; none of these met the methodological quality standards to be included in the review of reviews. Our analysis of 2879 individuals with a recorded diagnosis of FH in the primary care data set (CPRD) indicated that only 26% of these individuals are treated with LLT within 2 years of their diagnosis, and, of those who are treated, < 30% achieve the NICE-recommended reductions in LDL-C (≥ 50% reduction).

Cardiovascular outcomes in FH cases were evaluated in the primary care CPRD data and in the specialist FH (Simon Broome) register. Both data sets were linked to the secondary care data set, HES.

Cardiovascular disease outcomes using the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (primary–secondary care linked data set)
Patients with FH codes in primary care records and no pre-existing CVD recorded were identified (n = 14,097) and matched with randomly identified non-FH controls (n = 42,506). Incidence rates of coronary heart disease (CHD), stroke/transient ischaemic attack (TIA) and peripheral vascular disease (PVD) were higher among FH cases; overall CVD risk was increased [hazard ratio (HR) 9.14, 95% CI 8.55 to 9.76; p < 0.001], as was the risk of CHD (HR 10.63, 95% CI 9.82 to 11.49; p < 0.001), stroke/TIA (HR 6.74, 95% CI 5.84 to 7.77; p < 0.001) and PVD (HR 7.17, 95% CI 6.08 to 8.46; p < 0.001).
In addition, CVD risk modelling was conducted to inform the cost-effectiveness analysis. This analysis included 2135 individuals with a recorded diagnosis of FH in primary care, with linked hospital data and who had received LLT following diagnosis. After 20 years of follow-up, parametric modelling predicted the average risk of a first major non-fatal CVD event or cardiovascular-related death to be 11%. History of CVD was identified as a key prognostic variable, with age, sex and raised pre-treatment LDL-C also being important indicators.

**Cardiovascular disease outcomes in secondary care using a national familial hypercholesterolaemia register**

Of 3553 FH individuals in the Simon Broome Register, 2988 (52.5% women) had linked HES records. Standardised morbidity ratios (SMbRs), compared with an age- and sex-matched UK general practice population, were calculated for composite cardiovascular outcomes (first HES outcome of CHD, myocardial infarction, stable or unstable angina, stroke, TIA, PVD, heart failure or coronary revascularisation interventions). The SMbR for FH patients was 7.17 (95% CI 6.79 to 7.56). The SMbR for CHD was substantially higher for women than for men aged 30–50 years [19.66 (95% CI 16.78 to 23.04) and 12.54 (95% CI 11.22 to 14.01), respectively].

**Cost-effectiveness of cascade testing**

Cost and health benefits of diagnosis of people with familial hypercholesterolaemia in the long term

We developed a new cost-effectiveness model to estimate the impact of FH diagnosis and treatment on health outcomes and to inform the cost-effectiveness analysis of alternative cascade protocols.

The cohort Markov model takes the UK NHS perspective over a lifetime time horizon and discounts future health outcomes and costs to their present value at 3.5%. The model is informed by the analysis of time to CVD event and effect of treatment on LDL-C using the CPRD/HES primary–secondary care linked data for patients with a coded diagnosis of FH in primary care. We estimated the counterfactual risk had they not been treated, considering the increased effect of LDL-C on CVD risk over time (known as ‘cholesterol burden’).

The cost-effectiveness model found that the net health gain from diagnosis ranged from −0.27 to 2.51 quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) at the threshold of £15,000 per QALY gained. The net health gain is positive (i.e. diagnosis is cost-effective) among people with pre-treatment LDL-C of ≥2.5 mmol/l or who have prior CVD history. In general, the net health gain of diagnosis is greater for males, people with higher pre-treatment LDL-C and people with prior CVD history at diagnosis. The main areas of uncertainty related to the effects of ‘cholesterol burden’ and of age on long-term CVD risk, and the effect of diagnosis (and management) on LDL-C.

**Cost-effectiveness of alternative cascade-testing protocols for familial hypercholesterolaemia**

We developed a new decision model to simulate cascade-testing protocols and predict their implications for long-term health outcomes and costs. The decision tree was informed by the analysis of data from the PASS data sets, data on LDL-C of relatives with and relatives without FH from the Dutch FH service, and the long-term health outcomes and costs estimated by our cost-effectiveness model of diagnosis and treatment, together with other sources of data and input from our stakeholder group. The model takes the UK NHS perspective and calculates the proportion and number of relatives diagnosed, the costs of cascade testing, and cost-effectiveness at the thresholds of £15,000 and £20,000 per QALY gained.

The protocols on the cost-effectiveness frontier generally involved starting cascade testing from genetically confirmed index cases and having the service contact first- and second-degree relatives simultaneously and directly. The most cost-effective protocol diagnoses relatives according to treatment status, LDL-C and age, with some having confirmatory genetic testing. Per index family assessed for
cascade, the cost-effective protocol diagnoses 52% of relatives with the disease, at a cascade cost of £536 and with an incremental cost-effectiveness ratio of £13,996 per QALY gained. The cost-effective protocol using the same genetic testing strategy for all relatives regardless of age (the harmonised cost-effective protocol) achieves similar outcomes and may be preferable if additional nurse time (unaccounted for here) is required to implement a testing approach that differs according to relatives’ age. Furthermore, offering genetic testing to all relatives diagnoses more relatives (56%), but it is not cost-effective because of the additional costs, although the difference with the cost-effective protocol is small (cascade cost of £589; net health gain = −0.003 QALYs at the threshold of £15,000 per QALY gained per index family assessed). The uncertainties relate to the generalisability of the input data to the FH patients and FH services in the UK, hence the generalisability of the cost-effectiveness results, and the effect of cholesterol burden on CVD risk.

Acceptability of cascade-testing protocols for familial hypercholesterolaemia to patients and health professionals

The qualitative study in two UK settings with a purposeful sample of 40 index patients, relatives and health professionals found that a solely indirect contact approach was often problematic. A service-led direct-contact approach was more reliable and effective. Flexibly combining approaches (using either or both), guided by consultation with each index patient and tailored to differing relationships within families, may have greater acceptability and success to facilitate uptake of cascade testing. Experience related to quality of communication about FH, the accessibility and organisation of pathways, and continuity of care further determined acceptability of approach. A FH specialist nurse-led model providing adequate time for enhanced communication and continuity of care for families from commencement and throughout the cascade-testing pathway was preferred and strongly supported.

Conclusion

The analysis of PASS databases suggested that protocols that involved a more direct approach to relatives led to increased completion of cascade testing, with qualitative interviews supporting this service-led direct approach. In the related systematic review, limited evidence from four low-quality studies indicated that the combined approach (i.e. health professionals directly contacting some relatives and contacting others indirectly through index cases) may result in more relatives being tested than the direct approach. The flexibility offered by the combined approach was also attractive to patients interviewed in the study. Findings from the PASS analysis were at risk of bias given the observational nature of the data.

Epidemiological analysis of FH-coded patients in primary care databases informed treatment patterns, identifying that only one-quarter of individuals start treatment within 2 years, and, of those treated, only 30% reach LDL-C reduction levels recommended by NICE FH guidelines.

The primary care data set and the specialist FH (Simon Broome) register both confirmed that (long-term) CVD risk is greater among FH patients than among non-FH patients and the general population. This was both for overall risk and risk of specific CVD conditions (e.g. CHD, stroke, PVD). The FH register also demonstrated comparatively poorer outcomes among women and younger patients.

In the cost-effectiveness analysis, the cascade-testing protocols diagnosing the most relatives and providing the best value for money were those in which index cases were selected for genetic testing, based on current criteria used by Wales and Wessex FH services, and involved the FH service directly contacting relatives, and contacting the second-degree relatives even if their first-degree relative has not been tested. Focusing genetic testing on relatives not taking LLT and with LDL-C of around 2–6 mmol/l (depending on age), with diagnosis of other relatives based on LDL-C levels, is better value for money for the NHS than offering genetic testing to all.
Limitations
The systematic reviews on contact strategies identified a few low-quality studies and no relevant studies on diagnostic accuracy. These could not be used in the cost-effectiveness analysis. The CPRD primary care data set defined FH as patients coded with FH in primary care. We acknowledge that this may not be accurate. The major limitations of the cost-effectiveness analyses related to the assumptions required, namely about the generalisability of the available data to FH patients and FH services, about the effect of cholesterol burden on CVD risk and long-term CVD risk. Hence, there is uncertainty about the generalisability of the cost-effectiveness results to clinical practice. Furthermore, patient recruitment for interviews was limited to white English-speaking patients, and genetic counsellors were not available for interviews.

These findings are consistent with the NICE guideline recommendations. The further elaboration on the most effective protocol, specifically testing first- and second-degree relatives simultaneously, may be considered in future updates to the FH guidelines.

Research recommendations
• Establish a long-term FH cohort with robust measurement of cholesterol levels, treatment and cardiovascular outcomes.
• Conduct a randomised study directly comparing different approaches to contact relatives.
• Conduct qualitative interviews in a more diverse patient population, including ethnic minorities, males and more distant relatives.

Study registration
This study is registered as PROSPERO CRD42018117445 and CRD42019125775.

Funding
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